
9 November 2017 
COP 24 
Agenda item 5 (transparency) 
 
Note taker: Jennifer Huang 
 
Summary: Mostly a discussion about the treatment of the text under section E (Information on 
financial, technology transfer and capacity-building support provided under Articles 9–11 of the 
Paris Agreement). In particular, a number of parties found the simultaneous use of placeholders 
and proposed text confusing. Several countries found sub-sections redundant; for instance, 
objectives and principles section would be expected to guide the MPGs of transparency more 
generally, rather than this particular section. Other countries were reluctant to relinquish them 
from this sub-section until they were more defined. Several parties took issue with the notation 
key distinguishing between the types of parties to which the provisions would apply. Others 
sought to have their proposals included or modified in the text.  
 
Preliminary material in preparation for the first iteration of the informal note can be found 
here:  
http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/bonn_nov_2017/application/pdf/apa_1.4_agenda_item_5_pre
liminary_material_08112017_03.02.pdf 
 
My shorthand/acronyms:  

GROUP/COUNTRY INTERVENING ON BEHALF OF GROUP: (other group/party statements 
supported by group/country)  
CF = co-facilitator 
MCP = multilateral consideration of process 
CB = capacity building 
CTF = common tabular format 
FM = Financial Mechanism 
MDBs = multilateral development banks 
PA = Paris Agreement 
Art = article 
Sec = section 
TT&D = technology transfer and development 
LEG = Least Developed Countries Expert Group 
SCF = Standing Committee on Finance 
… = missed intervention (sorry) 

 
CF GAO:  Support provided; if time, support received/needed.  
 
Next sessions: Friday  

 15:00-16:00 (technical expert review and MCP) 

 18:00-19:00, (support received/needed) 

http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/bonn_nov_2017/application/pdf/apa_1.4_agenda_item_5_preliminary_material_08112017_03.02.pdf
http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/bonn_nov_2017/application/pdf/apa_1.4_agenda_item_5_preliminary_material_08112017_03.02.pdf


 
Focus on:  

 Any fundamental ideas missing from prelim material doc? 

 Proposals captured accurately in right places? 

 Ways to streamline proposals? 
 
G77/PHILIPPINES (Bernaditas): There are very big gaps in arts 4, 4.5 in particular; 10, 10.6 in 
particular; art 11. Purpose of transparency of support framework is to provide clarity. Big gap in 
capturing all ongoing processes. Before we can get full picture of transparency of support, we 
need a better idea of progress on MPGs in other items, e.g. CB. Preliminary material needs 
elaborating. In terms of determining support provided, we need additional mechanisms in place 
if we’re going to do measurement and verification. For example, we have CTF for developed 
countries; we need similar ways to measure support provided, particularly because we are 
dealing with institutions outside framework of FM (art 11.5 institutions, e.g. MDBs).  
 
Important to look at biennial assessment, but need more; how will it be scaled up? Needs to be 
captured. Not just art 9.7, but 9.5, 9.3, 9.4 of PA. Important components of mobilization need 
to be captured that will also take into account country-driven strategies and taken into account 
needs, priorities of developing countries.  
 
AUSTRALIA: Good place to start work from. A few key items to be included: title, insert “and 
mobilized.” Add “and other parties that provide support.”  
 
SWITZERLAND: Will provide edits in writing. Streamlining – sec E1 and E2 will be captured at 
beginning. E3, placeholder. Everything else under E4, E5 can be placeholders. E6 and E7, agree 
they can be taken together as one para.  
 
EU:  Could clarify approaches used in this particular section in relation to placeholder 
for outputs of SBSTA agenda item; first placeholder, then text, which is confusing. How to 
clarify further? Maybe, “Approach 1: placeholder text.” Explain more about what our 
expectations are, e.g. outputs of SBSTA agenda item expected to be integrated. “Approach 2: 
compilation of text provided by party submissions.” Clarifies that placeholder takes a different 
approach.  
 
Missing a sec on issues/elements related to potential elements of a cover decision to go 
together with MPGs. It would summarize elements important for this whole area; MPGs about 
support and how to be readied. But linkages to CBIT or support for reporting would be in a 
cover decision. Important for parties; they don’t have a place in MPGs, but need a place. 
 
E1 objectives: our option not correctly reflected. E2 (national circumstances, national 
arrangements) some additional aspects in EU submission not reflected. Should reframe 
proposal for standalone section. E5, E7, agree with Australia. E8, elements missing. Will submit 
detailed edits in writing.  
 



Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay/BRAZIL: (G77) Don’t foresee having specific objectives, principles 
for this sub-topic (support provided); it would be included in overall transparency principles; 
speaks to streamlining. Similar with national circumstances sub-section. Open to discuss re 
institutional arrangements and whether there’s a need for a sub-section. E3, E4, you used 
placeholder but we need to think further about why we’re putting one here. Confused with the 
sub-elements; why would we need to repeat elements here when there is a discussion ongoing 
in SBSTA? Placeholder together with long list of elements confusing. Let’s make better use of 
placeholders. E5 has placeholder but it’s about support provided by other parties; it’s a should 
requirement under PA; highlight flexibility here. E6, E7, list of elements; we proposed for those 
requirements, there are other agenda items not yet identified that may have interlinkage. E.g. 
SBSTA agenda item 6(b) may produce interesting results that we need to take into 
consideration in reporting requirements under transparency framework. No placeholder here, 
though; please take our editorial submission into account. We will email more detailed 
comments. 
 
CHINA: (G77)  Current preliminary material is confusing. Let’s make clear distinctions between 
developed country parties, other parties, and developing countries. Agree with Brazil, EU’s 
remarks on placeholders; do we wait for work from other groups? We need different clusters of 
placeholders to address our expectations. Some of the points from our submissions are missing. 
E.g. BR deadline should continue to apply; technology support provided; “proof of resources as 
new and additional;” parties should report enabling policies to provide support. Will email 
edits. 
 
Arab Group/KSA: Cannot accept different groups, specifically ‘c’ and ‘e.’ We’ve achieved a 
delicate balance in Paris and that is lost in this document.  
 
US : Significant opportunities to streamline – don’t need objectives/principles section. 
Placeholders for info from SBSTA finance are key; clear about alternatives. If overlap, sub-points 
should disappear. MPGs on support provided/mobilized; discretion already provided to parties. 
Subsection of E5, E7, E9 should apply to other parties. In E6, we suggested description of 
strategy and approach taken. See similar info provided under E8 for CB. Like AUST, “support 
mobilized” missing in heading. 
 
INDIA: (G77, Arab Group, China)  Need full picture of ongoing processes in order to address 
gaps. Art 9.5 linkages with 9.1; 9.7 ongoing discussion. Reporting on support provided cannot 
differ substantially from reporting on support received; implications that both should follow 
strict, common definitions to build trust among parties.   
 
African Group/SOUTH AFRICA: … 
 
LMDCs/ECUADOR:  Context in which information presented. Needs to cover support 
provided from developed to developing countries; simple list. Objectives need to demonstrate 
that it’s provided for implementation of actions under the PA. Context of implementing the 
Paris Agreement.  



 
Reflecting all references of support provided to developing countries from developed countries; 
must be reflected in all headings. Support continuation of separating the different kinds of 
support (e.g. support provided, CB, technology, etc.). 
 
Part of objective has to be to be sure that support provided/mobilized reflects needs and is 
responsive; needs/priorities that countries will be reported will be taken into account. 
 
CANADA: Happy to be working with preliminary material despite concerns expressed 
about bifurcation. When it comes to streamlining, we can support suggestions that 
objectives/principles not necessary. Agree with views expressed that for titles we can talk 
about developed parties and other parties that provide support; streamlines E5, E7, E9. Support 
views on clarifying placeholders and language included below. 
 
AILAC/COSTA RICA: (G77) Concern that placeholders only regarding finance. We have to 
understand what discussions around other agenda items are covering; will be helpful. 
Modalities for accounting and we have brother mandate; important for this group to address 
GLs for reporting of info that allows us to understand reporting of support provided. Reporting 
for support provided and support received should be complementary/mirror one another. 
Significant planning work and analysis will be required to identify what is needed to implement 
the Paris Agreement. TT&D should be complementary to parties’ reported info; what kind of 
info and what kind of repots useful?  
 
EGYPT: (G77, LMDCs, others) E1, missing para from PA on ambition; necessary for forward-
looking approach. E2, fully support South Africa’s intervention on reflecting 9.5 as a separate 
item.  CTF not reflected in E3, E4. LMDCs and considering issue of mobilization; considered 
separately than support provided or received.  
 
G77/PHILIPPINES: Forgetting important ongoing process; para 45 of Paris decision, if you look it 
says work done by Adaptation Committee and LEG in collaboration with SCF, we have already 
reported related work. We don’t have review. Will try to capture and send it to you. Balance 
between adaptation and mitigation also needs to be expressed in the TT&D. Helps to take into 
account what is going on elsewhere in order to streamline, but streamlining shouldn’t 
undermine clarity. Until we have agreed on all objectives/principles and that we’ll put them in 
one overarching section, should leave.   
 
EU:  Highlight that we cannot accept having heading in relation to art 9.5; prejudges separate 
COP agenda item and no link to art 13. Only have link in relation to art 9.7(5). Already captured 
and we’ve accepted that in party submissions. Same applies for additional heading for support 
provided for additional reports for developing countries; it’s a sub-element of support 
provided. 
 
IRAQ: (G77) Same concern as KSA, Egypt, others regarding text. CB is critical, particularly for 
developing countries and countries impacted by conflict. Lost a lot of information, data.   



 
EGYPT:  For sake of moving forward, we’re showing flexibility; parties can provide view 
and co-chairs will try to capture all the views. Let’s not put limitations on views or suggest 
alternate tools/iterations.  
  
BRAZIL:  We reserve the right to respond to new deadlines tomorrow.  
 
 


